Treating multiple sclerosis with monoclonal antibodies.
Therapeutic monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are potent new tools for a molecular targeted approach to modify the course of multiple sclerosis (MS). Besides natalizumab, which was approved in 2006, three other mAbs (alemtuzumab, rituximab and daclizumab) were successfully tested in Phase II MS trials. In this review, introductory notes on the development and systematic nomenclature of therapeutic mAbs in general, set the stage for a detailed discussion of the four mAbs mentioned. We summarize non-MS indications, expression and function of target antigens, scientific rationales for MS therapy, putative modes of action and pharmacological aspects. Particularly, we provide a critical discussion of clinical MS trials, including protocols and interim analyses of trials currently underway. The natalizumab section pays special attention to the clinical handling of safety issues and the diagnostic use of neutralizing antibodies. We finally develop a scenario for how each of the four mAbs might evolve into the market of MS therapeutics within the coming years.